Introduction
The program WSPRINT is designed to create small ASCII text files containing waveform data from the Central California network. It presupposes the existence of standard event data files acquired by off-line digitizing of the 1 inch analog network tapes, using the standard central California eclipse software. The intent is to provide a small subset of the standard data in a more flexible format for use in either the eclipse or other systems.
The files written in this format are referred to as SPRINT files (Seismic Printable). The data included in these files are the event ID, earthquake location, station description, P and S phase information and wave-form data.
The data within a SPRINT file is organized into varible-length logical records. Each logical record corresponds to a portion of a seismic trace.
More than one record may correspond to the same trace.
View is a simple TEKTRONIX display program which serves as an adjunct to WSPRINT. It's purpose is to allow the user to view the waveform data within the SPRINT file.
Description of WSPRINT operation
In order to use WSPRINT, it is necessary to have available the three event files (-.TR, -.TD, -.EQ) corresponding to the event of interest. After entering the number of earthquakes to be processed,
ENTER ID NUMBER:
The ID number is a 9 digit identifier assigned to the first requested earthquake by the CALNET software when the event was selected for digitizing. The next prompt is NAME OF FILE WHICH CONTAINS STATION NAMES?
The file in question is a text file previously prepared by the user, which contains the names of those stations which are to be processed in this session. The format for each line of this file is ^ characters followed by a carriage return.
The next prompt is:
HOW MANY SPRINT RECORDS IN A STATION SET?
The idea here is to allow several sections of the trace to be obtained for each station. For example one might want a few seconds of P phase data, the S phase data, and then a larger section of coda data or perhaps the noise data preceding the P-phase.
DEFINE STATION RECORD #1
START-TIME = MARKER-TIME+OFFSET 5 INPUT START MARKER (P, S, C, 0, D,) The basic concept is to define each logial record as consisting of a start time and a duration time. The start time consists of a 'marker-time 1 and an offset (in seconds) from that marker time. The marks are P for P-phase, S for S-phase, C for coda time (origin + 30 sees), 0 for origin time, and D for start of digitizing.
INPUT START OFFSET
A typical example would be -1 if the marker had been P. This would start the record 1 second before the P-pick time.
DURATION = MAG*MULTIPLIER+CONSTANT

INPUT MULTIPLIER
The intent here is to allow record length to be keyed to the events 1 estimated magnitude. If a constant length were desired, then 0 would be an appropriate multiplier.
INPUT CONSTANT
This is the number of seconds to be added to MAG*MULTIPLIER term. If the multiplier is zero, then this becomes the duration.
DEFINE STATION RECORD #2
The above procedure is repeated n times when n is the response to the prompt for the number of sprint records per station set. If the SPRINT SET description is acceptable to the user, a 1 is entered, otherwise the procedure is repeated and the description is redefined.
If the response is 1, then the SPRINT file is written according to the user specifications.
The generation of SPRINT files by SISDS is quite simple. After entering the pick mode by using the PI command the appropriate trace is selected with the horizontal cross hair. After selecting the beginning of the desired time series with the vertical cross Hair, a f i' is entered, followed by CR . The end of the time series is determined by entering a '£' and CR after repositioning the vertical cross hair.
When phase cards are absent
In the event that a component has been digitized, but there is no phase card in the -.EQ file, alternate action is taken.
If the station component is Z, E or N, then the V component phase is read 10 ECLIPSE ASCII WAVEFORM DATA (SPRINT FORMAT) Seismic data including event ID, Earthquake location, station information, P and S phase information and wave-form data are available in a printable form.
The data within a SPRINT file are organized into variable-length logical records. Each logical record corresponds to a seismic trace. The demultiplexed seismic data which can be obtained by the CALNET Eclipse processing consists of three files. These files are designed -.EQ, -.TD, and -.TR, where -indiates a 9 character event ID.
LOGICAL RECORD FORMAT
The -.EQ file closely resembles the summary, station and phase cards of the HYP071 program. The exact format of the phase records is different, however. In addition, analog tape and track assignment information is contained on the station records.
The -.TR file contains the demultiplexed seismic signals, while the -.TD file serves as a directory for the -.TR file. The Directory file contains station names and pointers to the beginning of each seismic trace.
.EQ file format:
This file is in uppercase ASCII. Each line contains exactly 80 characters and one carriage return. A character is any valid ASCII code from decimal 32 to decimal 125. The present line types implemented are as follows and occur in this order: 1. One header line 2.
One summary line 3.
Two blank lines 4.
Multiple station lines 5.
One blank line 6.
Multiple phase lines. 7.
Zero padding lines to fill out file. The summary, station and phase formats are described on pp 11-13 of this report.
TD file format:
This file is in binary, 16 bits per word for integers and 32 bits for reals. Bit arrangement is eclipse standard which is 2's complement for integers. Reals are repeated in integer form in words 61 to 66. (B TRANS Format only).
16
The contents of the file in words is as follows: This file consists of 16 bit binary integers (2 f s complement) where each integer represents a waveform amplitude value in digital counts at the sample rate given in the .TD file. Each individual trace for a station begins on a fileblock (256 word or 512 byte) boundary. The last fileblock is padded with zeroes after the end of the trace. Plus and minus 512 counts is full scale range from the analog-to-digital converter (10 bits). Full scale corresponds to +-2.5 volts out of the discriminators. Normal field clipping level of the VCO is +-2 volts, which corresponds to +-125 hertz modulation. How to Send SPRINT files to UNIX After WSPRINT has been run, you may wish to rename SPRINT to same other name. The reason for this might be that you wish to accumulate a number of SPRINT files, and then transfer them all at once to a tape. To do this you simply enter the CLI command RENAME SPRINT WHATEVER 1 where WHATEVER 1 will be the name you select.
When you are ready to transfer the files, you need to create a 'file of names', that is a file containing the names of the files you wish to write to a TAR tape. One way to do this is by using the XFER command. If you are seated at the Foreground (TEKTUBE) terminal, you could do the following: The waveform data is organized in two random access files, the trace directory file which has a -. TD suffix, and the trace data file, which has a -.TR suffix. Earthquake information resides in the -.EQ file.
There are ten subroutines in this group, only five of which the user would normally call directly. Digitizing duration (real)* in seconds 11 [11] [12] Sample interval (real)* in seconds " 13-17
Event ID (9 char. ASCII) 11 18
Number of traces stored for this event *Real variables must be equivalent to these locations, for eg. Equivalence (LIST (7), SEC), (LIST(9), DUR), (LIST (11) FORTRAN 9. VERSION 9.21 -- 
